
KEYBOARD - IS MY PROFESSION 
 

I inherited a whimsical genes combination from my parents.  My mother, a refined amateur of 
music, theatre, paintings, and ballet, lived in an illusory world, in my opinion.  Therefore I was 
taught non-practical things in my childhood – History of Arts, baroque music, ballroom dance, 
Ancient Greece myths, and other nonsense.  I absorbed everything with pleasure.  However when I 
grew up my father took over my upbringing.  Young professor, p.h.d.in Technical Sciences, he liked 
everything exclusively practical, and was able to  quickly explain to a young lady like me, that even 
cute ones had to know how to put a piece of bread on the table; hence it would be better to obtain 
technical education.  Father’s genes turned out brilliant too.  As in Tsvetaeva’s poetry: “I happened 
to be a good granddaughter for both grandmothers: skilled laborer and a softie.” 
  
This blasting genes combination I had to refresh in Canada, to reshuffle and reapply in a new way.  
Fluent piano playing and technical background helped me to master computer keyboard easily and 
to learn few computer programming languages.  To my surprise I found a job in no time and made a 
career.  Relationship with my new colleges was excellent and my wages rate was gradually 
progressing.  Soon after, we bought a house and started decorating it with all the knowledge of 
History of Arts… 
 
Misfortune came unexpectedly – the pain in my right hand, started as occasional, became persistent.  
Pretty soon my pain was on the edge – I couldn’t sleep at night. In six months I looked like a 
disabled person.  Always sleepy, absent minded, and in gloomy mood.  My coworkers started 
avoiding me, worse than that - I could not work.  I tried to shift the job load mainly on my left hand, 
anyways I cried because of pain every night. 
  
After doctor’s visit I bought an elbow support, as I happen to be diagnosed with a complicated 
disease – “tunnel syndrome” in combination with a “tennis elbow”.  This is the case where treatment 
decision can be difficult to choose.  Elbow support did not cure my elbow but slowed down the 
progress of illness.   
The specialist had explained to me my two alternatives: change of profession or series of operations 
on my right hand.  I was devastated: it is not easy to change profession.  What else can I do?  Be a 
teacher of music?  It’s a keyboard again!  “Oh, God, this is the way people become fatalists,” I 
thought.  Operation was definitely not my option as the surgeon could not guarantee anything. 
  
Thanks Goodness for the existing classmates’ web site.  My classmates are all over the world now.  
I issued a call about treatment of “ carpal tunnel” syndrome and tennis elbow and received 
information in three days from Ella, Zurich.  In Switzerland they have physiotherapeutic equipment, 
approved for Olympic sportsmen, that by radial acoustic waves breaks calcinations and heals 
inflammation around joint’s groove and ligament after only three procedures!  “Sounds like a 
fairytale”, whispered genes on my mom’s side.  “Was ready to register disability papers, now I can 
be healthy in two- three weeks and enjoy the sights of Switzerland”.  The genes on my father’s side 
were alerted by the fact that it sounded “too good” to be true.  I decided to search through the 
internet for the testimonies of former patients that tried this fantastic equipment.  This illness is very 
a common one nowadays; therefore patients should’ve already tried the radial shock waves.  
Simultaneously I made two discoveries!  First of all I found patients in Canada who successfully 
recovered.  It’s occurred that three kinds of these devices had been used already in Toronto.  
Secondly, none of the testimonies contained of negative information!  The rest was easy: to compare 
the apparatus types and the price.  The Art of Life Medical Centre – had the best apparatus 



characteristics and prices and the name of the Centre was intriguing.  Was that a random 
coincidence? 
  
The physiotherapist in The Art of Life in response to my skepticism regarding healing in three 
procedures told me that my case was quite optimistic that he suggested the fourth procedure would 
be for free if the first three would not help.  Healing is precisely x-ray controlled before and after the 
procedures.  I was tremendously surprised by the professionalism of this specialist.  The whole 
treatment was not cheap, anyways 3 – 5 times cheaper than in other places, and obviously much less 
expensive than a trip to Switzerland. 
  
This Centre magnified me with other extraordinary things.  I determined to give it a try.  Three 
weeks (one procedure per week) treatment ended in December, 18.  As a family tradition we spend 
Christmas in the mountains skiing.  That year I did not even dare to think about it.  My doctor had 
laughed at me on this occasion saying: “Why not to challenge? Afterwards, please, come to share 
your results.  Radial Shock Wave is relatively new in Canada and patients, being too conservative, 
need your testimonies.” 
  
I enjoyed skiing like years before and came back happy and suntanned.  My colleges were stunned 
by the changes that happened to my appearance.  There were no special reasons for these changes; I 
just was not an invalid any more. 
  
To tell you the truth I came back to The Art of Life Centre.  Of course I wanted to share my skiing 
impressions and secondly I wanted to try infrared wrap in combination with the compression 
therapy on a lower part of my body.  During the illness period I gained lots of weight as I did not 
care the way I look that time.  Now feeling uplifted I wanted to look great which meant to shape my 
body back to normal.  Fantastic equipment and professionalism of the employees in The Art of Life 
inspired me with hope.  I would certainly share my further results with you. 
 


